Let G = (V, E) be an undirected, finite, and simple graph. All the definitions not given here may be found in [l]. A pair (u, o) of nonadjacent vertices in G form a two-pair if every chordless path between u and v is of length two.
two-pair if every chordless path between u and v is of length two.
We shall digress briefly to remark on the applications of our problem. One of the fundamental notions in computational geometry is the concept of visibility. A visibility graph has vertices which correspond to geometric components such as points or lines, and edges which correspond to visibility of these components from each other. O'Rourke [5] declares that the fundamental problems involving visibility in computational geometry will not be solved until the combinatorial structure of the visibility graphs is more fully understood.
There is an intimate connection between the visibility problem and the polygon covering problem. Recently, several interesting structural characterizations of visibility graphs for regions inside a simple orthogonal polygon were reported in [3, 41. In particular, the visibility graph of a special type of orthogonal polygon called Class 3 polygon [3] is a weakly triangulated graph. It is also shown in [3, 41 that the polygon covering problem for the Class 3 polygon reduces to the clique covering problem on weakly triangulated graphs. The fact that weakly triangulated graphs are perfect is used to derive several insightful duality relationships for Class 3 polygon.
The minimum clique cover problem for a weakly triangulated graph can be solved in O(n') time [2] . In fact, 0(n5) algorithms for the maximum clique problem, maximum independent set problem, and the minimum coloring problems on weakly triangulated graphs are also presented in (21. For all these problems finding a twopair is a crucial subproblem.
In fact, it is shown in [2] that if 7'is the time required to find a two-pair, then all the above four problems can be solved in O(n. T) time. The earlier algorithm [2] has T=O(n". m). In this note, we improve this time to O(n. m). Hence, our algorithm cuts down the run time of every problem mentioned above by a factor of n.
From now on, let us assume that u is a fixed vertex in G, and N(o)= (U/U is adjacent to u}. Let the connected components of H= G --{u} -N(u) be H,, . . . , Hk. Our algorithm consists of identifying a vertex in H that can form a two-pair with u.
For I 5 is k, define N,(u) = { ~1 u E N(u) and u is adjacent to some vertex in Hi).
Lemma 1. Let u be any vertex in some connected component, say H,, of H. Then, (IJ, u) is a two-pair if and only i_f u is adjacent to every vertex of N;(u).

Proof. The proof is clear. L1
For every vertex u E I-i, define label(u) to be the index such that u E HlobelCul. Also, for every vertex u E H, define NV(u) = {WI w is adjacent to u and w E N(o)}.
Lemma 2. A pair (u, u) of vertices, where u E H, form a two-pair if and only if lN,a~u#)l = INW4.
Proof. From Lemma 1, it is clear that (u, U) is a two-pair if and only if N,ahr,Cu,(~) = NV(u).
It follows from the definitions of Nl,r,lCU)(~) and NV(U) that Nlabeltu)(u) =NP'(u) if and only if lN,ube[Cu)(~)l = lNV(u)(. 7
We now present the algorithm below.
Algorithm TWO-PAIR
Input: A graph G = (V, E), and adjacency lists denoted by N(u), u E V'. Output: A two-pair, if it exists.
Method:
Step 1. for all uE I/ do begin
Step Step 1.6. for all u E H do compute lN,ahel(u)(~)l;
Step 
Conclusion.
Our algorithm for two-pair improves the complexity of a number of algorithms by a factor of n. We find a two-pair in an arbitrary graph in O(n. m) time. We strongly feel that faster algorithms can be devised for finding a two-pair if we restrict the input graph to be a weakly triangulated graph. Such an algorithm will yield further reduction in the complexity of all the problems we have mentioned earlier in this paper.
